
Subject Line: I would like your support for me to enroll in an upcoming course on
Executive Presence & Leadership Visibility

Dear Manager,

I’m so excited to share this with you!

As an emerging leader here at XX Company, I’m committed to investing in my leadership
development. Building an influential leader isn’t easy – it requires time, effort, and intention to
ignite behavioral change to support the organization’s strategic direction.

The course I’d like to enroll in is ‘How To Reclaim Your Executive Presence’ and you can
view all the program details here. Those attending this digital course will learn many secrets to
help elevate their executive presence and increase their leadership visibility by following a
proven system designed to help participants boldly go after what they want confidently.

As a result of enrolling in this course, I will learn how to:

● Project an image that goes well beyond the wardrobe® - tapping into my gravitas
during each interaction

● Position myself as the ONLY logical choice every time there is a promotion or big
assignment

● Present myself in an unforgettable way to always be remembered by
● Discover the secret to never getting ignored in future meetings in and out of the office
● Command the room by using a proprietary method: The Principle of One Thing™
● Understand the #1 secret to master my executive presence that is a "game-changer.”

I’m eager to enroll in this course because I know that people without executive presence
remain invisible. It’s a fact.

Where else can you enroll in training on Executive Presence at such a great price for $997?
I’ve researched high and low for a better deal, but let me save you some time – it doesn’t exist.

Would you be willing to invest in my development? Below is the link for your perusal.

Link to How to Reclaim Your Executive Presence with Audra Christie:
https://www.mindsetchangecoaching.com/how-to-reclaim-your-executive-presence

I feel confident in this course's value in shaping the next generation of future leaders.

Thanks for your support on this  - your partnership and trust mean a lot to me.

XX
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